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Summary.  Humanity is now the dominant force driving changes of Earth's atmospheric 
composition and thus future climate (1).  The principal climate forcing is carbon dioxide (CO2) 
from fossil fuel emissions, much of which will remain in the atmosphere for millennia (1, 2).  
The climate response to this forcing and society's response to climate change are complicated by 
the system's inertia, mainly due to the ocean and the ice sheets on Greenland and Antarctica.  
This inertia causes climate to appear to respond slowly to this human-made forcing, but further 
long-lasting responses may be locked in.  We use Earth’s measured energy imbalance and 
paleoclimate data, along with simple, accurate representations of the global carbon cycle and 
temperature, to define emission reductions needed to stabilize climate and avoid potentially 
disastrous impacts on young people, future generations, and nature. We find that global CO2 
emissions reduction of about 6%/year is needed, along with massive reforestation. 
 Governments have recognized the need to limit emissions to avoid dangerous human-
made climate change, as formalized in the Framework Convention on Climate Change (3), but 
only a few nations have made substantial progress in reducing emissions.  The stark reality (4) is 
that global emissions are accelerating and new efforts are underway to massively expand fossil 
fuel extraction, by oil drilling to increasing ocean depths, into the Arctic, and onto 
environmentally fragile public lands; squeezing of oil from tar sands and tar shale; hydro-
fracking to expand extraction of natural gas; and increased mining of coal via mechanized 
longwall mining and mountain-top removal. 
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co-authors; P.K. carried out carbon cycle calculations; P.K. and M.S. carried out temperature calculations; M.S. 
made all figures; Paul Epstein (deceased) drafted the health section. 
2 The authors declare no conflict of interest. 
3 To whom correspondence should be addressed: james.e.hansen@nasa.gov 
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Fig. P1.  CO2 emissions by fossil fuels (1 ppm CO2 ~ 2.12 GtC).  Estimated reserves and potentially 
recoverable resources are from EIA (9) and GAC (10). 
 
 Governments not only allow this activity, but use public funds to subsidize fossil fuels at 
a rate of 400-500 billion US$ per year (5).  Nor are fossil fuels required to pay their costs to 
society.  Air and water pollution from extraction and burning of fossil fuels kills more than 
1,000,000 people per year and affects the health of billions of people (6).  But the greatest costs  
to society are likely to be the impacts of climate change, which are already apparent and are 
expected to grow considerably (7, 8). 
 Fossil fuel emissions to date are only a small fraction of potential emissions from known 
reserves and potentially recoverable resources (Fig. P1).  Although there are uncertainties in 
reserves and resources, ongoing fossil fuel subsidies and continuing technological advances 
ensure that more and more of these fuels will be economically recoverable. 
 Burning all fossil fuels would create a very different planet than the one that humanity 
knows.  The paleoclimate record and ongoing climate change make it clear that the climate 
system would be pushed beyond tipping points, setting in motion irreversible changes, including 
ice sheet disintegration with a continually adjusting shoreline, extermination of a substantial 
fraction of species on the planet, and increasingly devastating regional climate extremes. 
  Earth's paleoclimate history helps us assess levels of global temperature consistent with 
maintaining a planet resembling that to which civilization is adapted, for example, avoiding sea 
level rise of many meters.  Earth's measured energy imbalance during a time of minimum solar 
irradiance, with Earth absorbing more solar energy than the heat energy it radiates to space, 
confirms the dominant effect of increasing atmospheric CO2 on global temperature (11) and allows 
us to determine fossil fuel emission reductions needed to restore Earth's energy balance, which is 
the basic requirement for stabilizing climate. 
 We conclude that initiation of phase-out of fossil fuel emissions is urgent.  For example, 
if emission reductions begin this year the required rate of decline is 6%/year to restore Earth's 
energy balance, and thus approximately stabilize climate, by the end of this century.  If emissions 
reductions had begun in 2005, the required rate was 3%/year.  If reductions are delayed until 
2020, the required reductions are 15%/year.  And these scenarios all assume a massive 100 GtC 
reforestation program, essentially restoring biospheric carbon content to its natural level.  
 The implication is that we must transition rapidly to a post-fossil fuel world of clean 
energies.  This transition will not occur as long as fossil fuels remain the cheapest energy in a 
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system that does not incorporate the full cost of fossil fuels.  Fossil fuels are cheap only because 
they are subsidized, and because they do not pay their costs to society.  The high costs to human 
health, food production, and natural ecosystems of air and water pollution caused by fossil fuel 
extraction and use are borne by the public.  Similarly, costs of climate change and ocean 
acidification will be borne by the public, especially by young people and future generations. 
 Thus the essential underlying policy is for emissions of CO2 to come with a price that 
allows these costs to be internalized within the economics of energy use.  The price should rise 
over decades to enable people and businesses to efficiently adjust their lifestyles and investments 
to minimize costs. 
 Fundamental change is unlikely without public support.  Gaining that support requires 
widespread recognition that a prompt orderly transition to the post fossil fuel world, via a rising 
price on carbon emissions, is technically feasible and may even be economically beneficial apart 
from the benefits to climate. 
 The most basic matter is not one of economics, however.  It is a matter of morality – a 
matter of intergenerational justice.  As with the earlier great moral issue of slavery, an injustice 
done by one race of humans to another, so the injustice of one generation to all those to come 
must stir the public's conscience to the point of action. 
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Fig. 1.  Global surface temperature anomalies relative to 1880-1920 mean.  Green bars are 95% 
confidence intervals (14). 
 
Global warming due to human-made gases, mainly CO2, is already 0.8°C and deleterious 
climate impacts are growing worldwide.  More warming is "in the pipeline" because Earth 
is out of energy balance, with absorbed solar energy exceeding planetary heat radiation.  
Maintaining a climate that resembles the Holocene, the world of relatively stable climate 
and shorelines in which civilization developed, requires rapidly reducing fossil fuel CO2 
emissions.  Such a scenario is economically manageable and has multiple benefits for 
humanity and other species.  Yet fossil fuel extraction is expanding, including highly 
carbon-intensive sources that can push the climate system beyond tipping points such that 
amplifying feedbacks drive further climate change beyond humanity's control.  This 
situation raises profound moral issues in that young people, future generations, and nature, 
with no possibility of protecting their future well-being, will bear the principal 
consequences of actions and inactions of today's adults. 
 
We seek to clarify and quantify the urgency of phasing out fossil fuel emissions for the sake of 
avoiding disastrous climate change.  We use Earth's paleoclimate history to determine the levels 
of global temperature that are consistent with maintaining a planet resembling that to which 
civilization is adapted.  We use a tested carbon cycle model and a simple representation of global 
temperature and climate sensitivity consistent with paleoclimate data to determine the fossil fuel 
emission reductions that will be required to restore Earth's energy balance, which is the basic 
requirement for stabilizing climate.  We also discuss the moral issues, our obligations to young 
people, future generations, less developed nations, indigenous people, and our fellow species. 
 
Global Temperature 
Global surface temperature fluctuates stochastically and also responds to natural and human-
made climate forcings.  Forcings are imposed perturbations of Earth's energy balance such as 
changes of the sun's luminosity and human-made increase of atmospheric CO2. 
 
Modern Temperature.  Temperature change in the past century (Fig. 1) includes unforced 
variability and forced climate change.  Unusual global warmth in 1998 was due to the strongest 
El Niño of the century, a temporary warming in the tropics caused by an irregular oscillation of 
the tropical ocean-atmosphere system.  Cooling in 1992-1993 was due to stratospheric aerosols 
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from the Mount Pinatubo volcanic eruption, which reduced sunlight reaching Earth's surface as 
much as 2%.  The long-term global warming trend is predominately a forced climate change 
caused by increased human-made atmospheric gases, mainly CO2 (1). 
 The basic physics underlying this global warming, the greenhouse effect, is simple.  An 
increase of gases such as CO2 has little effect on incoming sunlight but makes the atmosphere 
more opaque at infrared wavelengths that radiate heat to space.  The resulting Earth energy 
imbalance, absorbed solar energy exceeding heat emitted to space, causes the planet to warm. 
 Efforts to assess dangerous climate change have focused on estimating a permissible 
level of global warming.  The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (1, 2) summarized 
broad-based assessments with a "burning embers" diagram, which indicated that major problems 
begin with global warming of 2-3°C.  A probabilistic analysis (3), still partly subjective, found a 
median "dangerous" threshold of 2.8°C, with 95% confidence that the dangerous threshold was 
1.5°C  or higher.  These assessments were relative to global temperature in 2000; add 0.7°C to 
obtain warming relative to 1880-1920.  The conclusion that humanity could tolerate global 
warming up to a few degrees Celsius meshed with common sense.  After all, people readily 
tolerate much larger regional and seasonal climate variations. 
 The fallacy of this logic emerged in recent years as numerous impacts of global warming 
became apparent.  Summer sea ice cover in the Arctic plummeted in 2007 and 2011 to an area 40 
percent less than a few decades earlier and Arctic sea ice thickness declined a factor of four 
faster than simulated in IPCC climate models (4).  The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets began 
to shed ice at a rate, now several hundred cubic kilometers per year, which is continuing to 
accelerate (5, 6).  Mountain glaciers are receding rapidly all around the world with effects on 
seasonal freshwater availability of major rivers (7, 8).  The hot dry subtropical climate belts have 
expanded as the troposphere has warmed and the stratosphere cooled (9-11), probably 
contributing to observed increases in the area and intensity of wildfires (12).  The abundance of 
reef-building corals is decreasing at a rate of 0.5-2%/year, at least in part due to ocean warming 
and acidification caused by rising dissolved CO2 (13-15).  More than half of all wild species 
have shown significant changes in where they live and in the timing of major life events (16, 17).  
Mega-heatwaves, such as those in the Moscow area in 2010 and Texas in 2011, have become 
more widespread with the increase demonstrably linked to global warming (18). 
 In recognition of observed growing climate impacts while global warming is less than 
1°C, reassessment of the dangerous level of warming is needed.  Earth's paleoclimate history 
provides a valuable tool for that purpose. 

Paleoclimate Temperature.  Global surface temperature in the Pliocene and Pleistocene (Fig. 2) 
is inferred from the composition of shells of deep-sea-dwelling microscopic animals preserved in 
ocean sediments (19, 20).  Surface temperature change between the Holocene and the last ice age 
was about 1.5 times larger than deep ocean temperature change, because deep ocean temperature 
was limited as it approached the freezing point (21).  We assume the same surface temperature 
amplification toward higher temperatures, which thus may tend to overestimate Pliocene surface 
temperature (21). 
 We concatenate paleoclimate (Fig. 2) and modern (Fig. 1) temperature records via the 
assumption that peak Holocene temperature (prior to the warming of the past century) was +0.5° 
±0.25°C relative to the 1880-1920 mean.  The facts that Antarctica and Greenland are losing 
mass at an accelerating rate (5, 6) and sea level is rising at a rate (+3m/millennium) much higher 
than during the past several thousand years provide strong evidence that the temperature in the 
past decade (+0.75°C relative to 1880-1920) exceeded the prior Holocene maximum. 
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Fig. 2.  Global temperature relative to 1880-1920 in (A) past 5,300,000  and (B) past 800,000 years (32).  
 
 Climate oscillations evident in Fig. 2 were instigated by small perturbations of Earth's 
orbit and the tilt of its spin axis relative to the orbital plane that alter the seasonal and 
geographical distribution of sunlight on the planet (19).  These forcings change very slowly, with 
periods between 20,000 and 400,000 years, and thus the climate is able to stay in quasi-
equilibrium with the forcings.  The slow insolation changes instigated the climate oscillations in 
Fig. 2, but the mechanisms that caused the climate changes to be so large were two powerful 
amplifying feedbacks: the planet's surface albedo (its reflectivity, literally its whiteness) and the 
atmospheric CO2 amount.  As the planet warms, ice and snow melt, causing the surface to be 
darker, absorb more sunlight and warm further.  As the ocean and soil become warmer they 
release CO2 and other greenhouse gases, causing further warming.  These amplifying feedbacks 
were responsible for almost the entire glacial-to-interglacial temperature change (22-24). 
 Albedo and CO2 feedbacks acted as slaves to weak orbital forcings in the natural climate 
variations in Fig. 2, changing slowly over millennia.  Today, however, CO2 is under the control 
of humanity as fossil fuel emissions overwhelm natural changes.  Atmospheric CO2 has 
increased rapidly to a level not seen for at least 3 million years (25).  Global warming induced by 
increasing CO2 will cause ice to melt and sea level to rise as the global volume of ice moves 
toward the quasi-equilibrium amount that exists for a given global temperature.  As the ice melts 
and its area decreases the albedo feedback will amplify global warming. 
 Paleoclimate data yield an estimate of eventual ice melt and sea level rise for a given 
global warming.  The Eemian and Hosteinian interglacial periods (Fig. 2B), also known as 
marine isotope stages 5e and 11, respectively about 130,000 and 400,000 years ago, were about 
1°C warmer than the 1880-1920 mean (Fig. 2B), where paleo temperature relative to the modern 
era is based on our conclusion above that peak global Holocene temperature exceeded the 1880-
1920 mean by 0.5 ± 0.25°C.   These prior two interglacials were warm enough for sea level to 
reach levels at least 4-6 meters higher than today (26-28).  Ominously, global mean temperature 
2°C higher than the 1880-1920 mean has not existed since at least the early to mid Pliocene (Fig. 
2A).  Inference of Pliocene sea level change from shoreline features is complicated by local 
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